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Hi! I'm Sally Mildren, CEO of Clarity PX and Boss Lady
Consulting.  For more than 20 years I was the boots on the
ground marketing, communications, and experience
leader responsible for strategic campaigns for
organizations from tropical resorts and 4-star hotels to
non-profits and health care organizations. That's where
this strategic planning checklist comes from...experience!

This tried and true document has served me well in my career and
it's the baseline that we use in planning our own client strategies, so
we know it works.

We hope it will help launch you to new heights and greater
growth...and we hope it helps focus your work and investments to
those that will make the biggest impact for your business. 

Here's to your success!

Welcome!

Sally
clarity-px.com bossladyconsult.com



The most important part of strategic planning is to ensure your plans are built
on the foundation of who you are as a business, why are you in business, and
what is your purpose or impact you want to see in and through your business?
This section will help. If you try to skip it, your marketing and messaging will
not feel authentic and purposeful. You will miss out on the impact of
connection.

THE BASICS - STRATEGY FOUNDATIONS 

Why did this business get started? What is it's purpose or reason to exist?

What is your organization's primary mission or story?  

What are the most important goals for your organization this year? Be as
specific as possible...is it revenue? loyalty and retention? awareness?   

Now list the measure or how will you know you made it for each item above. For
instance, if revenue, you will see an increase in # of downloads or sales, etc. 
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Key Goals Measure/KPI/How will you know?



Gathering information about your customers, competitors, industry, trends,
niche, geography, and products is an essential key to ensuring your strategy is
aligned and what your market and customers need. This section will help you
narrow down the information you need to know.

MARKET RESEARCH

What is the specific offer, product, or solution you are offering? List who the
primary audience or target is for each offer, product or solution to the right.

What do you know about the specific customer needs, preferences and
behavior? What sources of data do you have to refer to? (Surveys, feedback
online, face to face interactions, online data, call center data, other)

Are there any changes in your geographical location? New businesses? Loss of
businesses? Change in political climate? Geopolitical stresses? Other
considerations?
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Offer/Product/Solution Who specifically is this for?



MARKET RESEARCH (CONTINUED)

List your main competitors in your market. If you don't have competitors right in
your location, who are the closest providers that your clients may turn to
instead (online, nearby city, etc.)? Then identify if there have been any changes
in their business over the past year - list new products, expansion, closed, cut
back, rebranded, etc.

How do consumers feel about your competitors?  Look at their online reviews,
social media pages, Google reviews, look at discussion forums (i.e. Reddit,
Quora, etc.) or other publicly available feedback.  Note: Pay attention to what
they like and don't like (shipping, pricing, products, service, etc.). This is
important feedback.
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Competitors Any changes in their business/offers this year?

What do customers love
about my competitors?

What don't customers love
about my competitors?



Consider what other changes or factors may be influencing your customers
today vs. last year. Don't be lazy here, take time to consider the changes in
your niche, market, industry, location, or business.

MARKET RESEARCH (CONTINUED)

Has your industry grown, reduced, stayed the same or had other impacts over
the last year?  List them here.

In your specific market, what does spending and overall interest look like? Are
there many new players in the market? Fewer? Is your intended audience
growing or shrinking? Why?

What changes have taken place at your specific business in the past year?  Do
you have new services or products? New features? Ended/sunsetted some
services or products? Leadership changes? Operating model changes? 
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Having specific and tangible goals is an essential part of strategic planning. 
 This section will help you identify and define clear and measurable goals and
will guide you in selecting the appropriate channels and tactics to pursue to
reach those goals.

MARKETING GOALS

Think about your primary goals as an organization for the year...which one(s)
does this strategic plan support?  Be specific about which business initiatives
you will help drive with your marketing plan.

Of the goals listed above, prioritize them in order of most important to least
important in relation to the overall success of the organization.

What measurement or data will you need to ensure your marketing strategy is
working for each area identified above?  (i.e. more appointments will require
census information, more calls will require call information, more revenue will
require accounting reports.  Write the name of who you need to talk to in the
organization to get that information.
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What data do you need?
Who owns that data in the

organization?



MARKETING CHANNELS + MIX

Based on your goals listed above, this section will help you determine what the
best combination of channels and placements will be to reach your intended
audience.
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For each of your top three prioritized goals, write again who the intended
audience is (or primary audience) for each.  Then write what you know about
that audience? List everything you know - demographics, needs, location,
technology use, loyalty, etc.

Audience Target What do we know about them?

Based on this understanding, what channels will be the best fit for these
primary audiences? List them all here (i.e. in person events, online ads, social
media community, email, etc.)

Audience Target What Channels Make the Most Sense to Reach Them?

Now be precise and identify the exact action you expect from each audience
group - write that below (i.e. sign up for a class, buy specific product, etc.).



MARKETING CHANNEL GOALS
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Thinking about your goals, your intended audience for each, and the projected
channels (and look at your past performance), what is a realistic goal overall
and for each channel you identified above?

Overall Goals: List your specific goal for each of your top three priorities (i.e.
increase new member sign ups by 10%, increase revenue by $100k in
sportswear category, etc.:

1.

2.

3.

Specific Channel Goal Specific Measurable Goal for This Channel



BUDGET 

List all of your non-personnel resources that are owned by your organization
(i.e. website, online channels, sign on building, etc.).
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Creating a marketing strategy that is aligned to organizational goals and
realistic within the budget you have is a skilled talent. This section will help you
evaluate your budget and where you should focus or emphasize within your
resources to have the best chance of reaching your goals.

Do you. have a specific dollar budget for your marketing strategy?  If so, list it
here.

What does your staffing resource budget look like? Are you a one-person show,
do you have help, do you have hired support from external resources?  List
them all here.



BUDGET (CONTINUED)

What are you missing?  Make sure to budget for graphic design, photography,
video, or other asset creation you need. 
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Now list all of the resources or support you have available that are not a direct
cost to your marketing budget (i.e. volunteers, support of other positions in the
organization, other teams that do outreach, resources/subscriptions, etc.)

Are your marketing and branding assets effective in driving the exact action
you expect of each audience? Test it with some internal staff or supporters if
you need to!

Goal/Audience Existing Assets + Brand Elements Usable



BUDGET (CONTINUED)

Now, in reviewing your set goals and the growth needed in the specific areas
you identified as priority, how does that align to your answer above?  

Way over your goal figure? Can you reallocate some budget to another area?
Way under? What specific tactics do you need to adjust to ensure you meet
your goal? Is there budget you can reallocate from another area? Do you need
to reconsider the channel approach?  List those thoughts here.
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And finally, take your overall budget and divide the % of budget to each
channel goal. This will help you align your efforts, your spend, and your overall
ROI in your strategy.

Take a look at your past performance and metrics/data. Based on the spend
and results, and your assigned budget percent above, can you now calculate a
specific figure that takes your past performance as it was, with the budget you
have allocated and determine a "what if we did the same thing" number?  How
does that relate to the goals you identified above in the goal section?



ALIGNING MARKETING AND BRANDING

Now, in thinking about your channels, key audiences, call to action and
intended results you hope to accomplish, what is missing from your mix?  List
those here and be sure to budget for design or asset creation.
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To execute a comprehensive marketing strategy, you must ensure that the
goals you have identified and the key audiences you intend to reach on the
specific channels you have set forth, align with your marketing, advertising
and brand messaging.

Review your marketing assets and branding elements, do you have what you
need to precisely target the above identified audiences, on their channel of
choice, with a message that will drive the action you are looking for? List the
assets and resources you have for each below.



ALIGNING MARKETING AND BRANDING

Can you test your ideas - either on social media, in a survey, online, with
colleagues or others?  See what resonates and compels to action, where they
may be confusion, or where you are close.
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Now looking back to your foundational thoughts about who you are as an
organization, review your goals, target audience, call to action, and branding
guidelines and write some possible ideas for campaign headlines or titles that
may help you meet your goals, while stilling remaining aligned to your
organization's brand and mission.



EVALUATION AND MONITORING 

Set a time on your schedule to get and evaluate the data each month to
ensure you are continuously reviewing your strategy effectiveness and can
adjust as needed to keep you on track.

One final note: check in with your key collaborators throughout the year to
ensure your efforts are still driving the key goals of the organization.

Continuous improvement is essential if you are to meet your goals. Knowing
what you are evaluating and how you will monitor progress will be the key to
your success.

How will you report this information up, down, and across the organization?
What channels, or other vehicles will you use to report these trends?

Based on the sources of data you identified in the first section and the specific
goals, by channel, established in the budgeting section, what measurements
will you be tracking on a daily, weekly, monthly basis?

If you calculate your growth goals by channel and divide by 12 to estimate a
monthly growth target, you will get a sense of the progress you need to make
each month on average to meet your goals.  Write those averages here.
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We hope this strategic checklist has been helpful to  
guide you in setting up a strong marketing strategy
with robust reporting and ROI attached.

CONGRATULATIONS!

If you need more help on designing a powerful strategy, or would
like to learn more information on how we can help you identify,
prioritize, and operationalize these findings, let's connect.

We also offer professional review of your strategies and can
provide our recommendations to help shore up the plan you land
on.  Reach out and let us know if can support you in any way.

Finally, be sure to connect online or sign up for our emails at our
website to stay up to date on strategy design insights and
information.

@bossladyconsult (all industries)
@clarity-px (healthcare only)
or find us at our websites

NEED MORE HELP?
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